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TDU @ work
Touch Down Unit is a self-contained mobile workstation that is easy to move
around the office, making it adaptable to continuous changes in layout and
spatial configuration.
TDU presents itself as a simple, compact form, consisting of a rectangular
table top over a small closed volume that opens during use to reveal two
containers with various accessory elements that support and complete the
workstation.
The metal structure of the mobile unit consists of a base with a wired center
upright, while the upright supports the structure of the table top. Vertical
and horizontal positioning devices allow the user to adjust the height and
position of the table top so that it is comfortable and ergonomic for every
type of activity. The upright can be fitted for recharging electronic devices.
To facilitate moving the workstation, the base is mounted on retractable
360° swivel castors.
The table top is available in wood, back-painted glass, or Fenix laminate. Its
height can be adjusted from 74 cm to 104 cm, and it also slides horizontally
for use from the long or short side, depending on the user’s position and
work modality (seated on an armchair, office chair or stool, or standing).
The two accessorized containers are open when the mobile workstation is
in use, providing access to various handy features. The first container can be
rotated 180°, revealing an open compartment in the cabinet with a lockable
door. The second container slides horizontally on hidden tracks, exposing
another compartment and shelving on which to store documents, electronic
devices, and personal belongings.
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TDU @ home
American walnut and leather, warm, enveloping colors, were selected for
Touch Down Unit for domestic environments. A discreet and personal place,
a nest in which to keep one’s things, a place to work, a place to carve out time
of one’s own.
A door provides access to electrical and USB outlets. The home version
includes a compartment for inserting a power bank.
Contoured trays in solid wood and leather keep small objects organized and
can be easily repositioned in the side cabinet when not in use.
Touch Down Unit’s range of finishes and accessories make it a perfect fit for
every type of home and professional environment.
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74/104 cm

74/104 cm

Touch Down Unit

84x50 cm

84x50 cm

V TDU EL

V TDUL

With CE, UK, US electrification

Without electrification

Tables tops finishes
Glass

HR
Acid etched
extra-clear glass
and back-painted
Platinum Grey

X7
Acid etched
extra-clear glass
and back-painted
Charcoal

Tables tops finishes
Fenix Laminate

X2
Fenix laminate Cacao

X3
Fenix laminate Efeso

Tables tops finishes
Standard natural veneer
(certified genuine wood
from Europe-Canadia-USA)

NK
Canaletto walnut
straight-grained

Internal shelves and
electrical parts finishes

DP
D7 - Painted Charcoal
(structure)
VP - Painted Platinum
Grey (shelves and
electrical parts)

PJ
VP - Painted Platinum
Grey (structure)
GI - Painted Yellow
(shelves and
electrical parts)

VJ
VQ - Painted Green
(structure)
VP - Painted Platinum
Grey (shelves and
electrical parts)

TJ
TO - Painted Ash
(structure)
GI - Painted Yellow
(shelves and
electrical parts)

It is necessary to specify when ordering the finish of the central body
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86x52 cm
V TDUH

TheTDU has a compartment that
can contain a power bank.
The power bank is not supplied with
the product.

sx

Internal fittings

dx

22/19x24xH2,5 cm

44/38x24xH2,5 cm

D DS 533

D DS 534

It is necessary to specify when ordering the finish and
left or right version

It is necessary to specify when ordering the finish

Category A Canaletto walnut straight-grained
Category B Canaletto walnut straight-grained
with hide leather bottom

Internal shelves and
electrical parts finishes

B5 -Painted
Champagne
(central body)
MQ - Painted
Dark Brown (shell)

Table top finishes
Standard natural veneer
(certified genuine wood
from Europe-Canadia-USA)

NK
Canaletto walnut
straight-grained

Category A Canaletto walnut straight-grained
Category B Canaletto walnut straight-grained
with hide leather bottom

BJ - Painted Bronze
(central body)
NK - Canaletto walnut
straight-grained (shell)

It is necessary to specify when ordering the finish of the central body
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B5 - Painted
Champagne
(central body)
5CTM - Dark
Brown hide
leather (shell)
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UniFor has management system certified according
to UNI EN ISO 9001 and UNI EN ISO 14001.
The products are in conformance with the Italian
decree law DLGS 81:2008 and with all of the
principal regulations applicable to the various types
of products.

The products described in this catalog are made
with class E1 materials (low formaldehyde content)
and are Greenguard® certified.
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